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1 - Our grandma .................. ill .................. the last month. That's why my Mom seems so unhappy now.
has been / since

is / for

was / since

has been / for

2We have planned everything for our vacation; however, if the weather .................. bad tomorrow, we
may not go to the beach.
is

was

will be

be

3 - Everyone in the neighborhood took part .................. for the missing child.
for searched

to search

in searching

searching

4 - When we got to the meeting, we found that the lecture delivered by the president .................. and the
people attending the meeting were leaving.
had already ﬁnished

had already been ﬁnished

has just been ﬁnished

was still being ﬁnished

5 - The man thought that it was absolutely important for everyone in the hotel .................. the lobby as
quickly as possible.
leave

to leave

who leave

is leaving

6 - Mr. Thomson has just received an oﬀer for a job but he .................. what to do about it yet.
didn't decide

hadn't decided

hasn't decided

won't decide

7 - The teacher asked the students .................. while he was teaching.
don’t talk

not to talk

not be talking

not talking

8 - It is hardly .................. you're putting on weight, considering how much you're eating every day and
night.
surprising

surprised

to surprise

surprise

9 - I missed .................. the news on TV when I was traveling abroad.
watched

to watch

watch

watching

10 - I believe it is very important for the students .................. their lessons in their classes.
not quit practicing

not to quit to practice

not to quit practicing

don't quit practice

11 - People never understand how important any moment of life is while their valuable life passes in a
.................. .
lifestyle

ﬁreﬁghter

heartbeat

laughter

12 - Fortunately, father used his relationship with the manager to get me .................. in a new project in
a big company.
take part

give up

attend

create

13 - The education oﬀered beyond high school, especially at a college or university, is technically known
as .................. education.
higher

creative

1

advanced

intermediate
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14 - During the depression he experienced, she has been a great help .................. rather than giving
money to him.
actually

emotionaly

interestingly

honestly

15 - With smart phones development, technology addiction is .................. aﬀecting students’ educational
condition; especially the high school students.
rarely

harmfully

orally

ﬂuently

16 - After Mary .................. the body of her husband in the hospital, she started to cry. No one could
calm her.
crossed

contained

donate

identiﬁed

17 - I tried a lot to change his opinion, but I failed and .................. trying. I think we should respect his
decision.
took oﬀ

checked in

gave up

turned oﬀ

18 - It was a very .................. moment in the ﬁlm when the mother got aware of her son’s death but still
couldn’t believe it.
cycling

beginning

laughing

touching

19 - The ability to give clear .................. is one of the most important qualities of an ideal teacher.
explanations

diﬀerences

behaviors

20 - As he thought he hadn’t made any mistakes, he said he wasn’t

conversations

..................

to reconsider his

previous decision, and would not accept any suggestions.
prepared

provided

forgiven

obeyed

21 - Yesterday, Jane took her .................. morning walk around the garden, had breakfast, and then went
to work.
habitual

addictive

physical

general

22 - Studies show a strong .................. between smoking and heart disease.
behavior

relationship

experiment

laboratory

23 - I must sadly say no to your generous .................. to take part in your son's wedding ceremony. I
have to take care of my old mother.
relationship

experience

diﬀerence

invitation

24 - Fortunately, there has been a sharp .................. in the number of deaths from lung cancer in the
last ﬁve years.
increase

inﬂuence

destination

decrease

25 - The room was barely big enough to .................. everyone who came to the meeting.
invite

contain

produce

prepare
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